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Fiber Testing Technology Options

Species Genus Provenance Current Future

Wood Almost never Almost always Almost never 100-200 same Yes

Rapid; Real-time 

when field deployed 

with lower precision

Limited power Expertise is rare Well-developed

Particleboard Almost never Almost always Almost never 100-200 same Yes Rapid No Expertise is rare Modest - in progress

Paper No Frequently Almost never 100-200 same Yes Rapid No Expertise is rare Well-developed

Fiberboard No Frequently Almost never 100-200 same Yes Rapid No Expertise is rare Modest - in progress

Sometimes Almost always Unknown N/A N/A No
Real-time in the 

field
Yes

Only a few functional prototypes to date; requires 

specimen surfacing; only available as a research 

tool; little published scientific literature

Significant - in progress

Barcoding Yes Yes Almost never 300-500 5-10 Yes Semi-rapid to rapid Not at present
Broad applicability of standard set of markers not 

sufficient for all woods

Technique exists but comparatively few groups studied; 

new groups involve significant effort

Fingerprinting Yes Yes Yes 300-500 5-10 Yes Semi-rapid to rapid Not at present

Each new group of woods is a new project; effect of 

forest product processing on ability to widely apply 

technique unknown; wide sampling necessary for 

high confidence

Technique exists but comparatively few groups studied; 

new groups involve significant effort

Phylogeography Pre-requisite Pre-requisite Yes 300-500 5-10 Yes Semi-rapid to rapid Not at present

Each new group of woods is a new project; effect of 

forest product processing on ability to widely apply 

technique unknown

Technique exists but comparatively few groups studied; 

new groups involve significant effort

Fingerprinting Yes Sometimes Perhaps N/A N/A No Extremely rapid No

Equipment is expensive, uncommon; each new 

group of woods is a new project; effect of forest 

product processing on ability to widely apply 

technique unknown; wide sampling necessary for 

high confidence

Technique exists but each new groups of woods is a new 

project

NIR Yes Yes Perhaps N/A N/A No Extremely rapid Possible

Each new group of woods is a new project; effect of 

forest product processing on ability to widely apply 

technique unknown; wide sampling necessary for 

high confidence

Technique exists but each new groups of woods is a new 

project

Stable isotopes No No Yes 250-500 100-200 Yes Rapid No
Influence of taxonomic variability unknown; little 

published scientific literature

Technique exists but each region (and possible group of 

woods) is a new project

* cost is defined as an approximate per-specimen market cost in USD as contracted with a testing lab, if applicable.  It presumes the existence of relevant datasets.

Regardless of the technologies used, before fiber testing is conducted, the genus/species of the product claim should be known and documented before submitting specimens for testing. 

Fiber testing will provide a botanical identification of the product but will not assist to distinguish among FSC-100%, FSC-Mix credit, FSC-Mix x%, etc. when the botanical identification is congruent with the general product claim.

In most cases, fiber testing will not tell the difference between FSC and Controlled Wood (unless the geographic region is known & DNA or Isotope testing is conducted).   
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